MADRIGAL FAMILY VINEYARDS
In Tune with Your Palate

Those visiting our personal home and wine cellar cannot
help but immediately see that we are great fans of Madrigal
Family Winery. No exaltations here solely because Madrigal
is one of our coveted advertisers and supporters. To the
contrary, our various Madrigal large bottle formats
(3 Liter and 6 Liter sizes) from the late 1990s forward prove
our long time love of this winery. You don’t buy all these
huge bottles unless they house something you not only want
to drink yourself, but also hope to share with others.
A visit to Madrigal Family Vineyards has become a Napa
must do (see this magazine for other
outstanding Key supporters in the area
and make a day of it.) The staff,
exhibiting the enthusiasm of owner
Chris Madrigal, will tell you proudly
how Chris’ Mexican ancestors came to
northern California and have been farming
the lands for close to a century. We have
long touted the distinctive and positive
attributes of the Hispanic community,
which has worked in the Napa Valley for
generations, and then watched their
sons, daughters, and grandchildren
become highly respected and talented
vintners and winemakers. No one knew
the vineyards better than these immigrants, who for so long
had no other aspect of the industry open to them.
The Madrigal Family was at the forefront of the Mexican
progress in Napa, having arrived in the Valley in the 1930’s.
It was Jess Madrigal, Chris’ father, who turned the family’s
attention from vegetables to wine and vineyard

management. Thus, it is not surprising that Madrigal
Family would make an outstanding product as all agree
fabulous wine starts in the vineyard with A-1 grapes. The
Madrigal heritage demands that the family’s appreciation of
the land be reflected in their own wines.
Of course, the vineyard is only the beginning. The management
and winemaker need to be stellar as well. Chris Madrigal is
creative and independent, and though he does not assume
the title of head winemaker, he knows his way around the
crush pad. Just last year he engaged one of wine-country’s
acknowledged master winemakers, Ed
Sbragia, who has spent thirty years honing both his reputation and some of the
country’s best wines. As good as Chris
Madrigal is at what he does, he attributes much of it to luck. But we know
you make your own luck through hard
work and sound decisions.
It is best to make an appointment to
visit Madrigal so they may offer you
the experience they seek to provide.
Our favorite place to taste is on the patio
overlooking the expansive vineyards to
the East. Sitting back and sampling the
terrific array of Madrigal wines is what wine country is all
about. People tend to forget that. The Valley is, first and
foremost, about wine. The Madrigal family understands
that and tailors your visit in that manner.
Laying too many superlatives on one varietal of wine made
at a winery can have a backlash as the chance exists that

readers may ignore the rest of the portfolio. So we say
straight out that while the Madrigal Petite Sirah (a truly
super varietal when made correctly) is nearing cult status,
do not miss the opportunity to sample the rest of Madrigal’s
enthralling wines, especially now that Ed Sbragia has been
on board long enough that his golden touch is coming through.
As for Petite Sirahs particularly, we cannot know how much
of the dark fruit/chocolate-like 2006 will still be there when
you read this, but you can hope and ask. It is the same with
the even better 2007, which has many of the same
characteristics with the addition of a dusty, cocoa flavored
finish. In addition, three different 2009’s will be waiting for
you. Each boasts a ruby color, concentrated flavors, and a
juicy finish. They won’t all be open at the same time, but
each one, though different in profile, is as good as the other.
As wonderful as are the Petites, there are, as we said above,
other not-to-be-missed wines. Start with the spicy and
balanced Granache, move on to one of the longest finishing
$40 Cabs in Napa, and perhaps complete the tasting with a
Blend of distinction – the Sonnet #63 – and maybe some
Port. The choices are remarkable. Make that call
for an appointment.
- Monty & Sara Preiser
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wine country adventure

from home.

There’s something about discovering a new hidden gem
from a wine country local. With WineSavage, you can do
that any day of the week without leaving your sofa.
Discover your next favorite wine at WineSavage.com.

Wine Savage
GREAT WINES. DISCOVERED.
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There are so many
On-Line wine sale sites
out there that it is almost
impossible to distinguish
one from the other.
WineSavage was interested
in not only the Key, but our
own wines, which we offer
under the Shadowbox Cellars
label. So we needed to look
into what this site would
do that others don’t.
The answer: Lots.
They carry only excellent
small production wines
that pass their criteria.
They offer a service to
help the web visitor
choose desired wines.
Educational articles
are well written. And
prices are enticing.
Discover the difference.

